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Documentation for revitalization
• Documentary linguistics’ focus on morphology, syntax, etc. too opaque 

for heritage learners (Hermes et al, 2011)

• Heritage learners need materials from L1 speakers that develop language 
skills (Sherris et al, 2013)

• Reframe documentation for revitalization by contributing to transmission 
of language & cultural identity (Czaykowska-Higgins, 2009; Nathan & Fang, 2013)
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Games as revitalization materials
• Language socialization in revitalization programs often formal (Wood, 2014)

• Repeated exposure in many contexts enhances positive attitudes about 
target language & ideal multilingual self (Dörnyei & Al-Hoorie, 2017; Zajonc, 1968)

• Games expand discourse into more sociolinguistic domains (Arcadian, 2018)

• Games can be designed to impart a specific language, knowledge, and 
values (Nyoto & Mapara, 2008; Paquet, 2020; Sánchez-Acevedo, 2019)

– Game jam in Finland focused on Sámi language and cultural elements (Kultima & Laiti, 2019)

– Digital games Never Alone, Invaders, and Blood Quantum incorporate language, art, & history 
of specific Native American peoples (LaPensée, 2018)

– A Malaysian curriculum presents ESL lessons with traditional Semai stories (Saad et al, 2022)
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Games support language learning
• Task-based language teaching (TBLT) situates learning activities & assessments in real-

world contexts (Norris, 2016; Reynolds, 2017; Riestenberg & Sherris, 2018)

• ‘Serious games’ couch scientific understanding within a creative framework (Abt, 1987; 
Zhonggen, 2018), and support language acquisition & application (Nurmukhamedov & Sadler, 2020; 
Reinhardt & Thorne, 2020; Tong et al, 2022)

– e.g. playing video games is a literate practice, increases foreign vocabulary retention 
(Aghlara & Tamjid, 2011; Ali Mohsen, 2016; Castañeda & Cho, 2016; Chian-Wen, 2014; Ferdig & Pytash, 2014; Thorne, 2018)

– Indigenous children experience even stronger literacy outcomes when materials 
include their culture (Hare, 2012; Tshifhumulo et all, 2022)

• Playing games in the target language enhances student motivation by creating a 
pleasant atmosphere, scaffolding interactions, reducing production anxiety, and 
conveying cultural aspects (Buitrago Tinjacá & Ayala Contreras, 2008; Dörnyei & Csizér, 1998; Ebrahimzadeh & 
Alavi, 2016; Murphy & Wong, 2020; Nation & Newton, 2009; Swain, 2000)
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Theoretical vs. applied linguists
• Theoretical linguists often lack pedagogical training, and language 

teachers lack theoretical background to work with documentation data 
(Chelliah & Cruz, 2022; Crippen & Robinson, 2013; Hinton, 2011)

• Theoretical linguists and applied linguists typically have different 
motivations and approaches (Kramsch, 1995)

• Linguists & teachers benefit from consulting about classroom 
communication (Brumfit, 1997), and students with communication difficulties 
(McCartney & Ellis, 2013)

• Few publications on collaborating for language revitalization 
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Internship with Native Teaching Aids
• St. Ignatius, Flathead Reservation, Montana

• NTA collaborates with Tribes to develop educational materials that teach 
Indigenous languages, cultures, and history 

• Observed their game design & production processes, 
attended consultations with three Tribes in the state

• Assigned to fill a resource request from local Bitterroot
Salish, under supervision of Dannii Yarbrough
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Séliš-Ql̓ispé language overview
• Séliš-Ql̓ispe ́ (a.k.a. Nqlispélišcn, Bitterroot Salish, Kalispel, Pend d’Oreille, 

Flathead), Glottolog: kali1307 & ISO 639-3: fla 

• Polysynthetic Southern Interior Salishan language 
– affixation & reduplication mark grammatical categories 
– inflection marks number, purpose, location, context, control 
– flexible word order marked by clitics and/or context, VOS unless topicalized

• 7,922 enrolled members, 18% Flathead Reservation population (Mitchell, 2022)

• Approximately 46 L1 elders, anecdotally 6 fully proficient (Pete, 2013)

• Classified as nearly extinct (EGIDS 8b)
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Séliš-Ql̓ispé language revitalization
• Séliš-Ql̓ispé Culture Committee (SQCC) Adult Language Apprentice program, other 

cultural & language resources http://www.csktsalish.org/index.php/salish-language

• Nk̫̓ usm Séliš-medium grade school https://www.nkwusm.com/

• Séliš ‘world language’ classes in public schools

• Salish Kootenai College’s Native Language Teacher Education (SLED) and Tribal Historic 
Preservation programs https://www.skc.edu/sled/

• Immersive summer camp for families

• Séliš u Ql̓ispé Nuwewlštn Language Project workbooks, songs, & stories 
https://sites.google.com/site/salishlanguage/home

• Séliš & Ql �ispé Nuwewlštn dictionary http://learnthesalishlanguage.com/

• Digital font for typing
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Meeting with the Sqelixʷ representative
• Met with language teacher Melanie Sandoval, linguist Becky Wood, and 

NTA’s Rebecca Goff to assess language material needs

• Observed Melanie teaching adult students from the SQCC program and 
the Salish Kootenai College at the longhouse
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Resource needs
• Asked Melanie which linguistic features her students struggle with more, 

and what features she wants in new materials

• Her wish list:
– Teach by modeling rather than didactic instruction, with plain explanations
– Resource to pre-teach/warm-up before a formal lesson
– Can be used outside of the classroom
– Interactive, leading to spontaneous dialogue in complete phrases
– Recycling vocabulary to build retention
– Practice differences between transitive & intransitive verbs with strong & weak roots
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Sqelixʷ values
• Recognize inspiration from the Creator, modeled in the creativity of 

others

• Respect relationships, contribute to the community, involve multiple 
generations

• Be aware that language can trigger sociocultural power dynamics and 
signal a traditional context

• Resource must be functional, ideally from/reflecting nature 
• (Frank, 2000; Munson, 2017; Wood, 2014)
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Research question
• How could I create a material language resource that incorporates

– Heritage language acquisition 
– Need to get students speaking
– SQCC classroom dynamics
– Sqelixʷ culture
– Syntax
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Resource parameters
• Manageable scope of linguistic elements 

• TBLT with accurate & descriptive usage, realistic formulaic phrases

• Cues for incidental processing

• Suit to learners’ age, cognitive abilities, language level, culture, 
environment

• Game play that’s coherent, interactive, fun, discursive

• Option for cooperation rather than aggressively individualistic
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
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Timeline
1. teacher’s requests  brainstorm linguistic elements 

brainstorm game mechanics 

2. study published references  consult with others 

3. English phrase templates  replace with Séliš code the data 

4. card design iterations  graphics printing

5. demo play  feedback  revisions 

6. printing  distribution
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Review Level 1 Book 1 + 2 workbooks
• Listed topics, vocabulary, grammar paradigms, places; made notes
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Brainstorm game types
• Considered game dynamics

– Card vs. tabletop vs. digital app
– Q&A, matching, rolling dice
– Collaborative vs. competitive

• Demo’d NTA’s library of games

• Physically handled other games, assessed linguistic elements 

• Considered existing game models: Guess Who, Clue, Telephone Pictionary

• Imagined combining pieces of various games into something new 
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Game inspirations
Sopowahtsisit (Ask It) in Blackfeet 

– created by Dannii Yarbrough
Snake Oil in English 
– created by Jeff Ochs
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Narrow the linguistic scope
• Topics: humans, food, plants, animals, locations, descriptions/appearances, feeling, illnesses

• 1S, 2S, 3S, 1P, 2P, 3P

• Selected 47 nouns – higher frequency (in that community), mix & match with set of verbs

• Roots: solo, strong, weak

• Selected 16 8 verbs – higher frequency, paired e.g. ‘cook’ + ‘eat’, mix & match with set of nouns

• Valency: intransitive, transitive

• Tense: past, present, future, irrealis

• Aspect: simple/complete, imperfective/progressive, durative, habitual, inceptive

• Questions, affirmative statements, negative statements, exclamations

• What, where, who, which, when, why, how

• Affixes: infix, circumfix, suffix, clitics
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Figure out card phrases
• Worked out templates in English (my first language)

• Initial boggling number of verb phrase templates
– weak & strong roots for transitive & intransitive verbs 
– three persons singular & plural
– questions, affirmative statements, negative statements, exclamations

• Reduced number of noun categories per flexibility of semantic pairings
– specific nouns fitting multiple categories
– only one of a pair due to affirmation & negation
– made nouns single or non-count mass when reasonable

• Needed many more (generic) answer cards than question cards
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190 card phrases

(not permitted to disclose 
at this time)
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Check vocabulary
• Referenced Level 1 Books 1 & 2, Séliš dictionary, old theses

• Standardized spelling, conjugations, syntactic categories, 
morpheme boundaries

• Replaced English phrases with Séliš

• Changed some nouns to be more regionally relevant 
– e.g. ‘oatmeal’  ‘mush’ because ‘snpq̓ʷetkʷ’ can be made 

from grains or meats

• Submitted phrases to Melanie, received corrections, revised phrases
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Design card layout
• Underline or highlight key lexemes in the phrase

• Don’t visually overwhelm the players

• Mark TAM on timeline

• Indicate negation with icon

• QR code box link to audio files of native speaker reading the phrase
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Iterative card design
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Iterative card design
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Narrow the game objectives
1. Improve conversational comfort with natural dialogue

2. Improve acquisition and use of pronoun switching

3. Improve acquisition and use of valency 
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Name the game
• Tentative name for now: Séwiš!

• Will request name suggestions from Melanie & her students

• A more suitable name might pop up during game play
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Brainstorm game play
1. Shuffle Question & Answer decks separately, place them face down on the table

2. Deal each player 7 Answer cards, to be kept secret from other players

3. The round’s leader (asker) reads aloud the top Question card, and places it for all to see

4. Decide which Answer best fits the Question with the correct person-number pronoun, subject and object, and noun

5. Each player places one Answer card face down in front of the asker

6. The leader reads aloud the Answers and explains why they reject or accept each

7. The leader chooses the winning Answer card, but other players may argue a different Answer is better 

8. The leader may change their decision and select that Answer card instead

9. The player whose Answer won claims the Question card 

10. All players draw an additional card so each has 7 

11. Players may earn a bonus by ordering played Questions & Answers to form a coherent narrative they read aloud

12. The player who won the most rounds thereby wins the game. 
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Code the data
• Code phrases on the spreadsheet 

• Coding feeds into template in graphic design program

• This is my final step until the demo is printed
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Next steps
• Create final graphic design look (handled by NTA)

• Send to printer (handled by NTA)

• Give demo copies to Melanie & students in MT, me & my gamers in HI

• Collect feedback from players and revise accordingly 
– e.g. can increase TAM variations or create an expansion pack

• Print & distribute

• Develop tool for assessing players 1) willingness and 2) acquisition of: 
– asking & answering questions
– person & number
– simple vs progressive aspect 
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RESEARCHER DEVELOPMENT
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Journaling
• Notes on data exploration and 

review, game development, 
cultural observations, linguistic 
notes, environmental conditions

• Reflections on my perspective, 
biases, questions, hurdles, 
motivation, intentions

• Interactions with various 
people, how my role as an 
outsider may have had effects
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My attitude
• Draw on multiple repertoires as a language student, translator, teacher, 

theoretical linguist, and documentarian 
– skills learned from those who shared their lives & knowledge with me

• Offer professional knowledge as a partner while learning from community 
members

• Creative inspiration comes from the Creator
– should be applied with respect, diligence, for the flourishing of all
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My attitude
• Ultimately a language revitalization project should be directed by the 

language community

• The Séliš-Ql̓ispé language belongs to the Sqelixʷ people, so I cannot use it 
without their permission 

• The Séwiš! game may be ‘mine’ in a mainstream American sense, but it 
was created by collaborating with others

• Though Academia wouldn’t recognize her contributions, Melanie is 
realistically my co-researcher 
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Know early on
• Be clear from the beginning about their motivations and objectives

• Ask how much Elders are comfortable sharing their language, stories, and 
other knowledge with community members and/or outsiders

• Ask what information is allowed to be documented in notes, photo, 
audio, video; what is off the record vs. reportable vs. publishable

• Be flexible - after I arrived in MT the documentation work got cancelled 
due to the passing of an elder and understandable shifting of focus

• Many stakeholders are busy with their own work and seasonal priorities

• The design & production process is iterative not linear, and runs slowly
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Future plans
• Hoping to return to work with the Sqelixʷ community in Summer 2023

• Document language used in actual game play 
– turn-taking, requests, (shutting down) boasting, prosody patterns, etc. 

• Design another game with active input from Sqelixʷ students

• Create an acquisition & willingness assessment

• Grow in understanding what it means to be an ally 
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CONCLUSION
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Final thoughts
• Working on Séwiš! afforded me an opportunity to integrate theoretical 

linguistics & pedagogy in order to create a language resource that can be 
used both inside and outside the classroom

• Hopefully it will be a fun and effec�ve tool that supports Séliš language 
revitalization

• I encourage linguists to likewise expand documentation data into 
resources for revitalization by collaborating with Indigenous knowledge 
keepers and language teachers 
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